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LESSON PURPOSE: To acquaint the student with the peculiar design and functional
characteristics of certain associated components and systems featured in the Truck,
Fuel Servicing 1200 Gallon, 6X6, M49A2C, and to familiarize him/her with the

operation and maintenance repair procedures that are performed on the vehicle’s
auxiliary equipment at the second echelon maintenance level.

STUDENT REFERENCES:

i. TM 9-2320-209-10-I

2. TM 9-2320-209-20

3 TM 9-2320-209-34

A ..0___ 0V

I. After a period of conventional classroom instruction the student, through the
medium of a closed book written examination consisting of multiple choice and/or
true-false type test items, answers questions or completes statements to:

a. Describe the design characteristics ahd name the various safety devices
incorporated in to the M49A2C, as taught in class and contained in TM 9-2320-209’
I0-I and TM 9-2320-209-20.

b. Describe the purpose of and maintenance rquirements associated with the
auxiliary equipment featured on the M49A2C, as taught in class and contained in

TM 9-2320-209-20.

c. Describe the procedures for operating the auxiliary equipment featured on the

M49A2C, to include pumping and gravity discharge fueling, as taught in class and
contained in TM 9-2320-209-10-I.

d. Describe the procedures for changing from one type of fuel to another and
flushing the system prior to entering the shop for maintenance, as taught in class and

contained in TM 9-2320-209-10-i and TM 9-2320-209-34.



e. Describe the methods for filling the tank, to include gravity and suction
filling, as taught in class and contained in TM 9-2320-209-10-I.

OUTLINE:

I. A presentation on the design characteristics and safety devices built in to the
M49A2C Fuel Tanker. Q

a. Design characteristics of the M49A2C Fuel Tanker, is of the same body and
chassis as the M35A2C. It has a fuel storage capacity of /) Gallons
is a 6X6, 2 i/2 ton Fuel Tank Truck.

b. The capability of carrying types of" fuel in the M49A2C Fuel
Tanker, is possible, the 1200 gallon tank is divided in to two sections, each section
having a 00 gallon capacity. -- q.

(I) Carrying types of fuel, would only be done in anm. situation, as the M49A2C has a filtering system, and two different
types 9f fuel should.never be pumped through the same L#

Location of auxiliary equipment is to the rear, a body shell, which has been
extended beyond the tank. This extension, houses the pump separator,

separator chamber, %o_._ valves, an controls.

(i) Along the side of the tank there are running boards and side skirts.
These running boards have sockets which are used to mount over head bows and canvases
for the purpose of camouflage.

2) Under the side running boards, there is a storage compartment for
hoses, which the storage compartment door, opens up. in the rear of the

(3) On top of each section of the tank there is a manhole equipped with a
cover and a filler cover, surrounded by a walk-way, from the front to the rear of the
vehicles tank. The manholes serve as a dual purpose, it provides for
the tank, and also gaining access in to the tank for tJ_--(6]

d. Location and purpose of safety devices is for your protection agalnst the
h.zard of fire. The M49A2C is equipped with such devices.
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(I) There are two - extinguishers mounted on the tank. One

extinguisher is mounted on the left rear of the and ’the other is mounted on
the right front of the body.r_

(2) These extinguishers should be checked to ensure they are
in good operating condition.

(3) The manhole covers are equipped with two safety devices. The first is a

JA so that any excess pressure in the---"nk will be released in to the

atmosphere. The other device is a " plug. "% ,-
kO U(a) This fusible plug is made of a metal that has a very low melting

(b) In csse of fire this plug would
built up inside the tank. -u-

(4) A third safety device is known as a

and release pressure

llnk, and is used on

all models of the fuel tanker, oq

(a) This link Is mde of two pieces of steel soldered together, that
will separate and release the discharge valve control assembly when a fire occurs in

the rear compartment.

(b) The M49A2C not only has this llnk, it also incorporates a safety
(her) welded to the inside of the left rear compartment door. In case

of fire, just shut the door and the brace will csuse the control levers to release
and shut off the flow of fuel. o

Also connected to the discharge valve controlassembly is an emergency
control cable. This cable runs through the boby of the left side of

the vehicle. By pulling the control handle it will release the discharge valve contlol
assembly and shut off the flow of fuel. T’).----

much safer as it causes no sparks when driving down hard suraced_roads. The

impregnated strap should be checked on each PM forCn by use of an

This is to insure there is good ground coeo et-ee the end of the

strap and the frame of the M49A2C Fuel Tanker



// (7) Another means of preventing the accumulation of static electricity is bytheuse of grounding wires tcable" ^nk ). u e se or wlre is mounted on a spring loaded reelin the rear compartment. Another wire is attached to the nozzle assembly. All wiresare equipped with alligator clips for attachment. "
(a) ke sure tt the grqnd strap of the M49A2C, es ctact th theground, and tt the reel and dispenser nozzle grounding wires are properly connected,to the object in fueld, for static electricity d!scharg9 fore traferri fuel.

(b) The proper meth o connecti the reel ble, is to any go groung,avaible, and to the tank you are filling. The nozzle ound wire is attached asclose to the filler hole of the In which you are filling, as possible.

(8) At no time will there be any smoking, open flame, sparks or hot objectswithin O feet of the M49A2C fuel tanker.

2. A presentation on the Purpose of and Maintenance Requirement associated with theauxiliary eq.:ipment.

a. Purpose of Auxiliary Equipment, as. the fuel flows:

(1) Discharge valves, control:

(a) The of fuel from the tank to the fuel drain piping.

(b) The M49A2C having two fuel tanks, also has two discharge valves, onefor each tank.

(2) DrainI Piping, transfers the fuel from the fuel tank discharge valvesto the fuel manifold in the rear of the vehicle.

(3) Fuel Manifo the fuel from the drain piping and transfers iton to the fuel pump manifold.

(4) Pup Mg,nifold receives fuel from the fuel manifold, and passes it on to) _6 ._.t_he fu,el, pump which is attached to t.he top of the fuel pump.

?c (5) Fuel Pump Strainer, receives fuel from the fuel manifold and passes it onto the fuel pump.



(6) Fuel Pump, is the 9%- of .’. f.or distributing
the fuel thorough the system.

_
(7) Delivery controls fuel prior to going through the ter

segrega tor.

(8) Water segregator, sediment filters, and fuses.

(a) Water segregator chamber is a two part unit, for filters and
fuses.

(b) Sedlment filters, remove %_nd from
the fuel before it passes through the meter a the]dlscharge hose assembly

(c) Fuses located withln the filter segregator unit, are
CO NO GO fuses.

f
(d) The primary purpose of the fuse is to the flow of

uel when solid contaminates, or water exceeds a lev-i, this indicates
that the filters or wter sereator chambers are not perming properly<and should

(9) Automatic Dump Valve, is designed to empty only water from the bottom of
the water segregator unit.

(a) The automatic dump valve float is so deslgned that i will
in water nd . in fuel. o

(i0) Meter, the gallon indicating meter is a precision measuring device,
which must be handled carefully. ._

\

(a) The meter is not a safety device, it measures the amount of

(ii) Delivery Hose and Nozzle, delivers the fuel from the meter to the tank
in which is being fueled. /k 0-.

(12) Gravity Discharge Valve, discharges fuel from the fuel truck when the
is not available. ,
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(a) The fuel is metered while using gravity flow of

fuel.

(13) Discharge Control Levers, control the discharge valves which

the fuel from the fuel tank to the fuel drain piping.

B. Mmintenance Requirements.

(I) Checking discharge valve operation, fusible link and fuel zd

(a) Each tank compartment discharges fuel through its own discharge

valve in the bottom of the compartment, into the discharge pipe manifold. Check all

(b) Checking operation of a fusible llnk, which is connected to the

spring loaded latch, of the discharge valve control levers.

(c) In the event of fire, the fusible link will /x/mx.
causing the latch to release both discharge valve control levers, which closes the

discharge valves.

(2) Checking the drain piping strainer and connections for fuel

(3) Checking the fuel manifold, and connections for fuel leaks.

(4) Checking the pump manifold and connections for fuel leaks.

(5) Cleaning fuel pump strainer.

(a) Remove the strainer body cover. Pull the strainer from the strainer

body.

(b) Clean the strainer with dry solvent,

.v, thinner. Make sure Strainer mes is free of particles. Dryspirits or
with compressed air.

body cover.
(c) Position the strainer in the strainer body and install the strainer



(6) Lubrication of the fuel delivery pump and PTO drive shaft, and checking
the pump for proper operation and leaks.

fitting.
(a) Lubricating the pump and drive shaft is permissable by a grease

(b) Checking all gaskets and connections, no leakage is [-.

(7) Checking delivery gate valve for proper operation and leaks.

(a) Checking the
valve for leaks.

and- of the delivery gate

operation.
(b) Checking the delivery line gate valve.for proper

Changing the filters and fuses in the ter segregator, and taking a
pressure reading.

(a) Replacing the filter elements.

(I) Open the drain valves at the bottom of the mter segregator
chamber, and drain the liquid into an authorized container for flammable liquids.

(2) Open mnhole cover and disconnect air vent llne.

(3) Loosen the nut and V-hand coupling and remove the cover.
the O-rlng packing.

elements.

(4) Remove three nuts and washers, and remove the support plate.

(5) Using gloves, llft the canisters from the filter

(6) Pull off the pedestal, and discard.

(b) Installation.



(I) Wash containers and interiors of the housing with dry cleaning/-,. Use care to prevent dage to the pedestals.

(2) Install new elements.

(3) Position each cmnlster cmrefully over each element, make sure
the plug on top of the canister fits securely in the O-rlng seal of the elements.

(4) Install support p19te. mshers, and nuts. Do not over

coupling.
(5) Install new O-ring pscklng and replace cover and V-brand

Connect air line vent, and close mnhole Gover.

’/ (c) Differentla_.ressure readings will tell theof the

filter a fs. / _.

e ? (2) Tnsfer power to the pump. r 0
fuel pressure to th3,11::.dlscrge ive a del,very te ive, in order to get

(a) Take a pressure reading on inlet side of filter.

(I) Turn pressure gage control handle (I) right, to

(2) Write the reading down.

(b) Take a pressure reading on the outlet side of the

position No. 2.
(i) Turn the pressure gage control handle (I) right, to



(2) Write down the reading.

the valve.
(c)

position No. 3.

Take a pressure reading on the internal pressure side of

(I) Turn the pressure age control handle (I) right, to

(2) Write down the reading.

(4) Close the valve by turning pressure gage control handle (i)
left and placing the pointer between position No. 1 and position No. 2.

(5) Test result.

(a) Difference between readings taken in position No. 1
(inlet pressure)and position No. 2 (outlet pressure) is more than 20 psi.

(inlet pressure)and posioniiiiiill
<outlet pressure)and po(siion’No. 3 ntbeetrnpe%dsrnge; itsk-eonrelntis.

(9) Checking operation of the automatic dump valve.

(a) The automatic dump valve is designed to empty onl
from the bottom of the water segregator unit. If large amounts of fuel is drained with
the water, or fuel alone is drained, the automatic dump valve should be removed and
serviced.

(I0) Checking meter for operation and leaks.

(a) The gallon-indication meter is a precision measuring device which
must be handled carefully, ional/tenance procedures areOrganiza t limited to
cleaning the meter screen, and of the complete’ meter assembly if
defective.

(II) Determining serviceability of the delivery hose, and checking operation
of delivery nozzle.



(a) Checking delivery hose for

va ive.
(b) Checking delivery nozzle for leakage of fuel through the nozzle

(12) Checking gravity discharge valve for proper operation and leaks.

Checking all connections for leakage.

(13) Checking discharge control levers, and] discharge control

cables.

(a) Discharge control levers should creturn to closed

position when released.

(b) Cable must be of such length that the discharge valve closes just

before operation lever reaches forward end of its travel.

3. A presentation on the operation of the auxiliary equipment featured on the

M49A2C.

a. Engagement of the pumping equipment.

(I) The operation of the delivery equipment is controlled from the C
of the vehicle.

(2) Just to the_ left of the drivers seat, there is a control lever. This

lever is known as the ) shift lever.

(3) Engaging the clutch and moving the lever to the rear will start the

pump operation, engage the clutch and pull the lever forward.

(4) After the pump is engaged move to te er of the tanker and open the

delivery line gate valve, by turning it to the ,,
(5) After the Cdelivery valve is open, pull both discharge valve controls to

the rear.

(6) Once the discharge valve contoKs, tNe’pup, and the

the proper operating position, fuel will begin to be pumped through the system.
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b. Grounding procedures.

(I) One set of wire (cable) is mounted on a spring loaded reel in the rear
of the compartment, used for grounding, at all times while refueling.

(2) At all times, you will t9%v>d the refueler to the ground dGhJ--.The second wire, will be attached as clos to the filler hole of the tank in Which
you are refueling.

c. Use of the Meter.

(I) A . lever is used to run the counter tsck to zero after
individual refuelings. The counter must not be while the meter is
operating.

(2) The meter is used only for .d the amount of fuel flowing
through the delivery pump.

damage can be caused to the ’d’eiicate mechanism Inside the unlt.

4. A presentation on the procedure for changing from bne type of fuel to another
type of fuel.

a. Drmlning the system of all fuel.

(I) Removing of all fuel from the refuelers, fuel tanks.

(2) Draining of delivery lines.

(3) Draining of the segregator.

(4) Draining of the meter.

(5) Draining of the delivery pump

(6) Drainig of the manifold pipes.
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(7) Removel of the sediment filter and GO-NO-GO fusws.

(8) Cleaning of the meter screen.

/ b. Circulating the new fuel.

r-’ (I) To start the clrculation-of the new fuel, you would first, put at least

_) gallons of new fuel to ,each segtion o, .te fe!_tnks. r

(2) Using the pocedure covered earlier, yo would start the operation of

the pump, placing the hoses and nozzle assembly into the manhole cover.

(3) Circulating the fuel for 5 to I0 minutes in each fuel tank compartment.

c. Draining and refilling the tanker.

(i) Using the procedures covered earlier on draining of the fuel system, in

an authorized area for contaminated fuel.

(2) Use new sediment filters and GO-NO-GO fuses, the fuel tanker is now

ready for new fuel.

5. A presentation on the procedures for flushing the tanker.

b. Cleaning the tank.

(i) When instructed, it may be necessary for the mechanic to purge the

vehicle, to be free of vapor.

(a) Equip all cleaning personnel with fresh--air respirators, life line

and rubber boots and gloves.
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(b) Clean tank interior with with or with-out soap. If
necessary, very mild nonscratching household po-der and soap may be used along with
rarm water, bristle brushes, and clean cloths. Rinse in clean hot water and dry

y.

POWDERS N BE USED.

6. Presentation on Methods of filling the tanker.

a. Gravity filling.

(I) Start the engine, placing the truck near fuel supply with filler
hole in an easy to reach position. Pulling the handbrake lever to the lock position
with the engine stop control knob out for engine shut off. Go to the rear compartment
door, pull the ground wire out and clip it to a suitable ground.

(2) Put-the following components in closed position.

(a) Discharge valve control levers.

(b) Delivery pump draincock.

(c) Meter drain knob.

(d) Pump delivery line gte vive knob.

(e) Gravity line gate velve knob.

(3) Take fuel level gage from stowed position in compartment. Removing
filler cover from filler hole. Lift cover clamp to open manhole cover. Mking sure
dispenser nozzle is properly grounded, place dispenser nozzle into filler hose,
pressing operating lever and fill the tank as needed. Use fuel level gage,
periodically to check level of the tank.
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b. Suction filling.

(i) Start the engine,placing the truck near the fuel supply with the filler

hole in an easy to reach position. Pulling hand brake lever to locking position, and

setting ACCESSORY switch, and all other switches to the off position. Pull engine

stop control knob out to stop engine.

(2) Open rear compartment door, pulling ground wire out, and clip it to a

suitable ground. Remove gravity delivery line gate valve dust cap. Open hose

compartment doors removing hoses needed, positioning hoses on to gravity delivery

valve adapter, and tightening with a spanner wrench. Put other end of hose into fuel

supply. Using fuel gage to measure amounts of fuel being transfered.

(3) Put following components in closed position.

(a) Discharge valve control levers.

(b) Meter drain knob.

(c) Water segregator drain valve knob.

(d) Delivery pump drain cock.

(4) Put following components in open position.

(a) Automatic dump valve knob.

ib) Pump deelivery line gate valve knob.

(c) Gravity delivery line gate valve knob.

(5) Starting engine, polace FRONT TRANSMISSION gearshift lever in position,
with TRANSFER CASE shift lever in neutral position. Turn locking bar to off position,
and move transfer power take-off lever toward rear of truck to engage, then pull hand

throttle out as needed.
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(6) Unwind dispenser line and nozzle from mounts, and clip dispenser nozzle
ground wire to tank, remove filler cover and open nhole cover. Placing dispenser
nozzle into filler hole of tank and filling tank by suction filling.
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